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CODE OF PRACTICE FOR THE FIRING LINE 
 
 

In order to ensure a safe, enjoyable shoot a certain procedure must be followed while on the firing 
line. This procedure is as follows: 

 
1. The Range Safety Officer (RSO) will identify themselves (they are in complete charge of the firing 

line). 
 

2. RSO will designate a shooting lane for each shooter. 
 

3. The shooter will place firearm on shooting bench pointed down range with the action open, 
magazine out, safety on, insert chamber flag (if available), and step back from the firing line. 

 
4. The RSO will verify that all guns are empty. 

 
5. The RSO will give the command “Advance to the firing line” and ensure shooters are wearing ear         

and eye protection. 
 

6. The RSO will give the command “Load (number of rounds to be fired), (time allowed), load and 
make ready, fire at your own speed.” 

 
7. When the shooter has finished firing, they will lay their firearm on the shooting bench with the 

action open, magazine out, safety on, insert chamber flag (if available), and step back from the 
firing line. 

 
8. The RSO will then verify all firearms are empty and will give the command “All clear on the firing 

line. Go check/retrieve your targets.” 
 

9. The shooters will go get their targets. NOTE: NO PERSON WILL TOUCH A FIREARM WHILE 
ANYONE IS IN FRONT OF THE FIRING LINE. 

 
10. Commands used by the Range Safety Officer (RSO): 

 
STOP 
 
 

- Stop all actions and await further instructions from RSO. FINGER OFF OF 
TRIGGER! 

CEASE FIRE 
 
 
 

- The shooter will unload the firearm, lay firearm down pointed down range 
with the action open, magazine out and safety on, step back to the cease 
fire line and await orders. 

UNLOAD 
 
 

- The shooter will clear firearm, lay it down pointed down range with the 
action open, magazine out, safety on, and await orders. 

REMOVE YOUR 
FIREARMS FROM 
THE FIRING LINE 

- The shooter will remove his/her firearm from the firing line to the rifle rack 
or case the firearm. 

 
11.  If you have a problem, lay the firearm down pointed down range and raise your hand. The RSO 

will come to you. 


